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1. Introduction. Let/(z) be a meromorphic function of finite order

X and genus q. We write g(f) =q, and, in general, denote by g(h) the

genus of h(z).

It is well known that the order is invariant under differentiation

and also that, if X is not a positive integer,

g(f) = [X].

Hence in this case,

S(f') = «(/)■

For positive integral values of X, it is only possible to prove  [l,

p. 104]

i(f') ̂  «CO
and there exist functions for which the strict inequality holds.

In [l], R. Nevanlinna examines this inequality and its possible

connections with the important notion of deficiency. Let 8(a, f)

denote the deficiency of the value a, with respect to/, and let A(/)

be the total deficiency of f(z) :

A(/) = Z S(a,f).
a

Nevanlinna [l, p. 106] conjectured that

(i) g(D < g(f),

implies

A(f) = 2.

In this note we disprove this conjecture by constructing an entire

function/(z) of order one, for which (1) holds as well as
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(2) E *(*,/)-o.
ao¿ao

If TW (>1) is an integer, we may consider f(zm) and thus obtain

functions of order m for which (1) and (2) hold simultaneously.

2. Some properties of canonical products of genus zero with nega-

tive zeros. If all the zeros of a canonical product h(z) are negative,

it is clear that h(z) is completely determined by the counting function

77(7) of its zeros. It is well known that h(z) is of genus zero if and only

if

/°° n(t)dt

Then

/' °°    n(t)dl
——-, (r = 0, 77(0) = 0).

0       /(/ + 7-)

An obvious integration yields

/-»                                     /•« 77(/)t-2 log M(r, h)dr =  I      -log(l + t)dl,
1                                          Jo       t2

but it is important to observe that the convergence of (3) does not

imply the convergence of the integrals in (5).

A simple example of this behavior is given by

n(t) ~//(log t)2 (/-> 00).

Our construction depends on this observation and also on the pos-

sibility of introducing "gaps" in the sequence of zeros of h(z), without

inducing convergence of the integrals in (5).

Our gaps will be such that, for a suitable unbounded sequence of

values of R,

n(l) =" 77(7?1'3),

in the interval (7?1/3, eR).

By (4) the presence of such a gap implies

/■ 00

n(t)dt
(6) log M(R, h) £ 0(n(R113) log R) + 7? -,  (R-> «>).

J«,K t2

3. Construction and properties of a special entire function. Con-

sider a positive increasing sequence
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(7) Ri, R2,---

such that

(8) eRm < itl+i, m = 1,2,3, • • • .

We take Ri so large that //(log i)2 increases for t^exp(Ri) and

define

n(t) = 0 for / < eRl,

I tor e
(log I)2

(9) n(l) = \—^—\ for e^ á <á jQi w =  1, 2, 3, •
L(log /)2J

/-7\ /r>1/3 \ r       r>1/3    ^ ,  ^     B™+1-
«(/) = «(i?m+i) for Rm+i < I < e

The condition (8) sets no upper bound on the ratio Rm+i/Rm and

since

J eKm\

i \ log /
-l)-5-á/ =   oo,
(log/)2 /    ¿2

it is clear that the members of (7) may be spaced so as to produce

divergence of the integrals in (5). We assume that (7) has been

selected in this manner. Then (9) determines uniquely n(t) and hence

a canonical product h(z), of genus zero, for which

(10) I    r~2 log M(r, h)dr = <=o.

Moreover in view of (6), it is easily seen that the lower order of h(z)

does not exceed 1/3.

4. Construction of a function satisfying (1) and (2). Since h(z) is a

canonical product of genus zero with negative zeros,

min | h(z) I   =   | h( — r) \ , r > 0.
1*1-'

We have also shown that the lower order of h(z) is less than 1/2

so that by the theorem of Phragmen-Lindelöf, | h(—r) \ is unbounded

and hence

(11) 3(0, h) = 0.

Consider some primitive /o(z) of h(z) and put

fi(z) = h(z) + 1,

so that
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(12) Ü(z)=fí(z) = h(z).

If

g(fi) = g(fi) = 0,

a theorem of Valiron [2, pp. 183-184] would imply

(13) f* log M(r,fo)dr < oo ,

On the other hand, since/o(z) is of finite order [2, p. 36]

log M(r, fi) ~ log 717(7-, /o )

so that (12) and (13) contradict (10). Hence max(g(/0), g(/i)) = l.

Denote by/(z) the first of the two functions /o, /i which is of genus

one. It clearly satisfies (1); it also satisfies (2) since this follows from

(11) and (12) and the inequality [3, p. 22]

TiS(a,f) = o(0,f).

5. Function of regular growth satisfying (1) and (2). The function

f(z) defined above is of irregular growth. We now construct another

function/(z) of regular growth order 1 satisfying (1) and (2). Con-

sider the function

00   Í z2      \

^) = nii+——-\.„_S  I 772(l0g77)4;772(l0g77)4

It is known that [l, p. 18]

(14) 777(7-, hi(z)) ~ 2r/(log r)2,

(15) N(r, l/hx(z)) ~ 2r/(log r)2.

Put

(16) H(z) = h(z)hi(z).

Then 77(z) is an entire function (canonical product) of order one,

genus zero, and

log M(r, 77) = log h(r) + log h(r) (r > 0).

Since h(r)>l, h\(r) >1 for f>0, we have by (10)

/;
r~2 log M(r, H)dr =• <*>.

o>   1

Similarly
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(17) log M(r, H) ^ log hi(r) ^ m(r, hi) ~ 2r/(log r)2,

and so the lower order of H(z) is one. Further

(18) N(r, 1/H) ^ N(r, 1/hi) ~ 2r/(log r)2;

and since the lower order of h(z) is less than 1/2, we have, for a se-

quence of values of r tending to infinity,

(19) m(r, H) g m(r, hi) + o(r"2).

Combining (18), (19) and (14) we have

lim sup N(r, 1/H)/T(r, H) = 1,        5(0, H) = 0.
T—»00

Applying to H(z) (instead of h(z)) the argument in §4, we see that

a suitable primitive/(z) of H(z) has no finite deficient values although

its genus is lowered by differentiation. On the other hand, it is clear

by (17) and the asymptotic equivalence of log M(r,f) and log M(r,f),

that the function/(z) is of regular growth, order one.
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